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Welcome to Experience English

Our Way of Learning
Our schools aim to provide you with academic excellence and our accreditations are testament to that. In addition to great facilities, our academic teams have the qualifications, dedication and experience to get the best out of you, delivering communicative and client-centred learning.

Cultural Immersion
We are dedicated to making your time in the UK exciting, inspiring and rewarding, as well as educational. A programme of activities and workshops ensures you will be able to make the most of your learning experience outside the classroom.

Client Support
Our support and expertise is not just limited to your time in class. Contact us or speak to a local agent for advice on your choice of location and course. Our professional courses are limited to four participants per class and we adapt each programme to your personal level and needs in order to maximise your potential.

Experience English is a collection of high-quality English language schools in four of the UK’s most outstanding locations: London, Manchester, York and Edinburgh. We offer a large range of professional and executive English courses at both Hampstead School of English and Edinburgh Language Centre, designed to help you improve your English communication skills and job prospects within specific professional fields and contexts.

Life changing learning
We believe language learning goes way beyond the classroom and we are dedicated to immersion in the culture and environment behind the language, as well as teaching it.
Passion
Experience English is like a home away from home. We love what we do and this passion and motivation filters right through to our clients. Whether it’s teaching English or recommending new places to visit, our team have boundless enthusiasm and we want to share that with you.

Expertise
All our teachers are qualified and committed to helping you with personal and specialised language training, so you can be assured that you will receive high quality teaching in a professional environment. We immerse you in the English language from your first day and offer dynamic and interactive classes designed to help you maximise your potential.

Dedication
Our team are dedicated to making your stay comfortable, memorable and, most of all, enjoyable. From helping you achieve success in your training course, supporting you in your choice of accommodation or organising social activities for you and other clients at the centre, we are there for you throughout your stay.

Experience
Many team members have previously lived in other countries or speak other languages, so we know first-hand what it is like to be immersed in a new and challenging setting. We understand the challenges faced when trying to communicate across cultures, and like you, we also have some good stories to share!

Executive Training Courses - Edinburgh
An Executive Course is ideal if you wish to improve your English language skills and your career opportunities in a small exclusive setting. The course is offered at Edinburgh Language Centre and can be tailor-made to suit your personal professional requirements.
Designed for professionals from any field or industry, an Executive Course covers a range of business and commercial topics adapted to your specific needs.

We will help you to:
• grow in confidence through intensive practice of spoken and written English
• maximise your progress and potential in a short period of time
• improve your everyday communication skills, such as making effective telephone calls and writing e-mails and reports
• give successful presentations, attend meetings with a successful outcome and negotiate deals in English

Who is it for?

Essential Information

Course length: Minimum 1 week
Total class time: 15 hours
Level required: Low Intermediate B1 to C (any level accepted for private courses)
Maximum class size: 4
Minimum age: 25 (mini group and combined courses)
21 (private courses)

All Executive classes take place in the morning, with a 15-minute break. Social activities and language immersion clubs take place in the afternoons, and are great for meeting new people and practising your speaking skills.

Course Options

Mini group: 15 hours of tuition in a class of 4 participants
Combined: 15 hours of tuition in a class of 4 participants combined with 5, 10 or 15 hours of private tuition
Private: 15, 20, 25 or 30 hours of private tuition

A Typical Day*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09.00 – 10.30</td>
<td>Lesson 1: Work on communication skills required in a professional environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.45 – 11.00</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.00 – 12.30</td>
<td>Lesson 2: Practice presentation skills and addressing an audience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Timetable and lesson content are to be used as examples only and are subject to change.
Professional Courses - Hampstead

Hampstead School of English has the skills and expertise to deliver a wide selection of professional English courses, ideally suited for non-native English speakers who wish to improve their English skills or to embark on a career within a specific industry. You will enjoy excellent levels of personal care and attention from committed and dedicated staff.

Who is it for?

From Business Communications to Oil and Gas, Insurance to Engineering, all courses are led by experienced teachers who can help improve your English specific to a wide range of industries. If you can’t see your desired profession, ask us and we will tell you if we can create a course tailored to your precise needs.

Essential Information

- Business Communications in English
- Effective Presentations in English
- Diplomatic English
- Engineering English
- Financial English
- Insurance English
- Medical English
- Oil and Gas English
- Pharmaceutical English

Course length: 2 weeks (please contact us if you wish to study for 1 week)

Total class time: 15 hours

Level required: upper-intermediate (B2) to proficiency (C2)

Maximum class size: 4

Minimum age: 21

A Typical Day*

| 09.15 – 10.45 | Lesson 1: start learning communication skills specific to your field |
| 10.45 – 11.00 | Break |
| 11.00 – 12.30 | Lesson 2: put your skills into practice with intensive activities |

*Timetable and lesson content are to be used as examples only and are subject to change.
Business Communications in English

Designed for business professionals from a range of industries who would like to learn how to communicate effectively in spoken and written English. Also suitable for students or those who wish to study business.

We will help you to:
• use the correct register and style in written and spoken English
• communicate confidently and effectively in conversations
• give engaging presentations and public speeches
• create rapport with new contacts, break the ice and find common ground across cultures

Diplomatic English

Designed for professionals working in the diplomatic industry, the government or international agencies who need to boost their English communication skills. Also suitable for students or those who wish to study diplomacy and international relations.

We will help you to:
• use different registers and style in spoken English, understanding nuances and subtleties
• communicate confidently and effectively in conversations
• use language specific to topics like international relations, policy issues and current affairs
• analyse and practise the language of diplomacy through making speeches, negotiating, bargaining and discussing policy issues in detail

Effective Presentations in English

Designed for professional people who are required to give presentations in English as part of their work and want to improve their confidence and effectiveness. Also suitable for students.

We will help you to:
• practise language skills and techniques to structure and deliver high quality presentations
• make an immediate impact on your audience and discover how to use your voice effectively
• develop your public speaking style to impress and influence your audience
• work on a presentation topic or help prepare for an actual presentation you need to deliver
If you wish, we can film you so you can measure and improve your own language performance and delivery style as the course progresses.

Engineering English

Designed for professionals who wish to develop the communication skills and vocabulary required to work confidently and successfully in international engineering contexts. Also suitable for students or those who wish to study engineering.

We will help you to:
• understand a wide range of vocabulary and functional expressions related to engineering
• express yourself effectively in written and spoken English, focusing on pronunciation
• raise awareness of engineering work practices in different countries
• learn appropriate business and social etiquette when interacting with other companies
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Legal English
Designed for those who already work in an international legal environment or if you are looking to demonstrate the ability to follow a course of legal study in English.
Also suitable for students or those who wish to study law.

We will help you to:
• increase your knowledge of legal vocabulary
• learn relevant skills (e.g. language for negotiating or for advising clients)
• understand topics such as general and company law, contract law and intellectual property law using authentic materials such as law reports and newspaper articles

Insurance English
Designed for professionals working in the insurance industry who need to use English as part of their job and wish to improve their understanding and communication skills. Also suitable for students or those who wish to be trained in insurance.

We will help you to:
• understand the fundamentals of insurance and types of insurance policy in English
• use key industry terminology effectively and gain confidence in English communication skills
• learn how to give and defend opinions about the international role of insurance companies
• understand the structure of insurance departments and developments in market trends

Medical English
Designed to improve your accuracy and effectiveness at communicating in English within the field of medicine and to practise situations where the language may be used.
Also suitable for students or those who wish to study medicine.

We will help you to:
• use functional language for prescribing and diagnosing illnesses
• adopt key industry terminology and express yourself well using lay terminology for patients
• communicate more effectively with medical colleagues and at medical conferences
• understand key medical journals related to medicine

Financial English
Designed for a range of professionals in the finance industry, such as accountants, bankers, auditors, finance managers, directors and divisional managers.
Also suitable for students or those who wish to study finance.

We will help you to:
• improve your ability to conduct business internationally in spoken and written English, with a particular emphasis on using the correct register and tone
• develop key financial terminology and use language in real-life situations relevant to finance
• improve your communication skills in a wide range of financial contexts
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**Accommodation**

**Homestay**
Immerse yourself in Edinburgh life with a local homestay host

- 15 – 45 minutes from the Executive Centre by bus
- Single or twin rooms
- Facilities include private bathroom, study desk, washing machine, living room
- Meals provided on a bed-and-breakfast or half-board basis
- Internet access is available in most homestay accommodation

**Studios**
Stay in your own single en-suite studio apartment for complete independence

- 30 minutes from the Executive Centre on foot
- Facilities include en-suite bathroom, study desk, washing machine, living room, kitchen (self-catering) and Internet access

---

**Oil and Gas English**
Designed to provide oil and gas professionals with the language skills required to communicate accurately and effectively in a scientific and engineering environment.

Also suitable for students or those who wish to study the oil and gas industry.

We will help you to:
- broaden your vocabulary in a range of related topics (e.g. risk management, engineering etc)
- understand a variety of situations and accents of native and non-native English speakers
- develop spoken communication skills through dialogues, presentations and interviews
- learn important relevant skills such as technical report-writing

---

**Pharmaceutical English**
Designed for professionals whose work within the global pharmaceutical profession requires a comprehensive understanding of the English language. Also suitable for students or those who wish to study pharmaceuticals. Covering everything from initial substance discovery to the final stages of production and packaging.

We will help you to:
- improve your spoken communication skills with international colleagues through role-plays
- present research findings and give presentations confidently and effectively
- broaden your range of vocabulary to describe chemical and biological terms and procedures
- improve reading, writing and listening skills through studying technical presentations

---
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